
Mortal Error, check biblio for which a my books he urea. Text refers to two, p.26. 

He there lists a pamphlet as a book, DP he did not even see it. Hey ear 

The Bastard 4'ullet. 

24. He says the belles doctors "initially told the press that the frontal wound 

in Kennedy's neck may have been of entry." This is false an& he is repeating t.rr 
soeething for which he hen a source. The transcript from the "hits Muse of what 

got all the 'ale es doctors said but what two of them said and said three tines 

in that one press confezence is that he front neck wound was without question 

from the front. Dr. rgrry said it and was confirmed by Dr. Champ Clark. 

"The Bethesdali autopsy itself wep
1 
 conducted by a doctor who had virtually no 

( experience with gunshot victims." The chief prosector had no such experience but 

one of his two assistanto, colonel Pierre Pinck, was chief of the Wounds *Metes 

°ranch of the Army. Onlyienshot wounds. 

"...what possible reason, critics as d, would the doctor have for burning 

his autopsy notes two days after the operation [sicj was complete 	
l..

" His sour note note 26. 
cet   

There is no source note for this. "Critics" did not "ask",2fand i-a.lee went 

into that, but it was not his notes that aunee certified he had burned but the 

first draft of his autopsyM. "ca
r- 

burned that as soon as be knew there would be no trial. 
.R, 	 Po  

This appared in Post hprreamre and that es not "critics asking." Thee answer 

why is aso there: to convict the man who be be the lone accused, Oswald, by 

changing what thecTIEW said to point at him. 

What Donahue then says are "troulaing questions" are. not that when compared 

with others and mostly are not, period. Some can be "troubling" to 210eiglex 
Donahue because of his ignorance of the eutabliohed fact. The five questions he 

gives do not get to the assassination itself. They ar. literary scrimshaw. 

21i There is no way lephich only "the diameter of the entry wound proved" or could 

have proven "that Hickey fired the last shot." There is also not a scintilla of 

proof that Hickey fired any shot. Donahuo makes that up by misrepresenting what 

he says he observed in the Nanchester book. 

213 Donahue says be came to see me because I mi t be able to offer some insight 

lelei1421.  
, t i 

or evidence that could help substantiate Don 	's theiry. But Howard was skeptical." 

In this he says explicitlytgat he was interested in nothing but support for his 

fabrication and that heilwast

i

not interested in knowing a thing about the established 

fact. Continuing with nothing omitted in quotation, "He'd read several of Weisberg's 

books and had long marvelled at the author's lack of knowledge about firearms and 

ballistics - ignorance that allowed Weibbxg to conjure up a hail of bullets groe 

tit 1 YLassy koll and elsewhere in balay Plaza." 
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T he last part of thi quotation is a deliberate lie. There is nc such thing 
as my haVing written allVut any "hail of bullets" from anywhere. Donahue made this 
up for his own reasons, such as my not gelling him proof

1 
 of his fiction. Ey books 

by this time, he gives the date as le85, time seven.' refers to twu, the first 
two, which date to 1965 and 1966. he did not mace it a point to keep up with the 
fact of the assassination as 0 became available. 

With regard to my alleged demonstration of my alleged "tack of knowledge 
about firearms and ballistic," which is another DonalCue fabrication, my books 
are limited on this ontieely to the official evidence itself. I made no eretense 
of knowledge OT either ballistics or of firearms. Moreover, Donahue kept himself 
ignorant of what I had in fact written a11ut those matters. 

He refers to my PCIA efforts to get the scientific evidence disclosed as a 
single lawsuit when in fact it was two of them as is in detail in my Post Mortem 
which was published a decade before Donahue came to see me. (page 20), 

Be says of that one lawsuit, which wows in fact two (page 2u) ',hat "Government 
attorneys responded bAeguing that revelation of the test results was not in the 
Ikathenal interest,' though they never explained why. ° 

The latter is a lie D 	e made up, an he made up so much. 
First of all, therenot "gpvornment attorneys." There was but onee41 ?)147-it 1:17 
tie stated to that c4rt that the determination that disclosure would not 

be in the "national interest" was by the a torh6 general. That att#Ohey, whose name 
igbAgdig, also erovided an FBieaffidavit eking thin claim for the FBI. If Donahue 
had not kept himself in ignorance e/ the established fact of the assassination 
he would have seen this in my 1P4 AbiAPliAoh a, on pages 173-5 44d 157-8, which 
includes that affidavit in facsimile. 24g the reasons to which Earion E. Williams 
of the FBI Lab swore are thLat disclosure "would seriously interfere with the 
effecient operation of the FBI and with the proper disearge of its important law 
enforcement responsibilities." Some of waat he afire to is preposterous, but he 
did swear tgit as a reason for not disclosing what I sought, that it would "loud 
to unwarranted invasions of privacy" which would lead to abuses and even that it 
could `)lead to exposure of confidential informants" aid even to "blackmail." 

Be follows this with,"Eventee11y, thgugh, the Justice Department relented 
and released several documents that they asserted were responsive to Weisberg's 
demands." This also is not truthftl in any part. 

The Justice jeparteentewhich was not the sole defendant - did not merely 

ee.ete4,1111to '1 	0 
Meeflehiziel Co 	s , citing this lawsuit in its earlier form as the reaern, 

am
44
enfie FOIeoto 	FBI and similar records accesssiblo under FOIA. In sort, 
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rather than Justice merely relenting, the Congress pasaed a law requiring the 
FBI to make disclosure to me. 

Donahue then says, his lack of knowledge of what he writes about being clear, 

and nothing is omitted in this quotation, " ortinately the only information from 
the spectrographic tests included in these papers were unidentified, partial, and 
therefore meaningless numerical notations made during the procedure." Again, no 

single part of this is true. Donahue, for his own reasons, just made it up. When 
he was here the could have examined what was disclosed to me but he chose not 

to and instead tried to convince me that that he made up Ol/t of nothing was 

the fact. ate looked at nothing 	gotten when he was here and he wrote that he 

had seen whatatg-Ot 	by those iawsuita takos up 60 four-drawer file 

cabinets. In a t4nk you note with which he and his wife returned a picture I 
loaned him, dated October 30w VAT his wife added that they were looking forward 
to our next visit - at which time I Wo d be interests li in to 	-Ulm t FBI 
files." afh kJ 1(',,cA Wild'  44 	 twiTIVVKVely a Our/ 

The second defenuant was the successor to the24to ' Emergy CoRlarission, then 
a41141-41-t 01144. :tea or the Energy 4search and .Jevelopment 442emey. Th lawsuit was not limited 

to the results of thy, spectrographic testing. It included the results of the 
nuclear activation analysis and on that alone EWA made a single delitery to me 
of not the "several doejiments", which is according to Donahue all I got in that 

lawsuit. One single delivary to me was three inches of documents and photographs - 
that 'o 	did not tro'iLe hiself to look at. 

In that lawsuit I also deposed four FBI Lab agents. *Donahue makes no 
mention of this or of what we learned from them. ie did not bother to look st 
the transcripts of those depositions- or trthe! documentation then provided. 

"The spectrographic tests included in the papers," with which Donahue 
refers to what he described merely as "several documents," ae says are, among 

other things, "unidentified.YTis is a lie and a very important lie- but again, 
when he did not even bother to loo'at them how could ')onahue know what I got or 

did not jrisist of or include, Be merely made it up to suit his 

and every one of those spetrographic test papes that 1  obtained 
17 1 proper identification of what was tested. „lit also includes what 

is sought by spectrograic tea • a, how much of each identified substance the aga 	WI AY) 
test reflected as being prbsenit,fr got even copies of the spectrographic plates, 

save fe. l
IZ 

Q. 
that the FBI said no longer exists. 

(4,--  
mik a bit more than several documents"(10 wore disclosed to me in that 

lawsuit and if f)onahue had had any interest in what I had obtained he would /1-10,-(___ 

whatr did And 
/n-Litte!..2— 

pre.; cosi-  Each 

does include the 
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found it in dile ckawers labelled with the case number of that lawsuit, CA 75-226. 

he also would have found duplicate copies of some of those records filed by sub-

ject in what I refer to as my "subject" file. 

What Ikalahie make no mention of, what was disclosed to me about the 

4.  'utron activation analyses- and 	S did wrvre,'  ite about all these things in Post, 

i1ortem which, perhaps because it has Wimmi hundred pages of facsimile 

reproduction of official documents , did not interest Donahue-ranges from 

quite a stack of the adding-machine tapes yielded by the NAAs to copies of 

the pict&s of the paraffin casts and to she results of the nuclear activation 

testing of the paraffin casts made of Oswald's face and hands and of additional 

testing done with regard to tha
t 
 at uak Ridge. 

This and touch more, including several 	dreds of paces of questioning of 

those four FBI lab agents, comes out in Donahue's version as no more than 

A e"several documents." 
 

Obi page 213 Danahitreferred to what he described as may "ignor ace." He L41,04e, 

tbae also said that he "had longVarvelled at the author's GO lack of knowledge 
il 

of firearms and 8bllisttcs." ile knew about this, obviously, without having 

looked at anything in the case records. But if he had, he would have seen that 

I bad no hired expert witness, that 1  provided the only eWaffidavits I used 

in that case, under pennithy of perjury with each one, and was not refuted by 

any of those many FBI aeents in its fable lab when doing that was euch in the 

FJI'd interest. It made no effort to refute me even when I alleged that its agents 

eerjured themselves! 

Instead it told that court that I "could make such clelme ad infinitim since 
.the / 

he s] is perhaps more familiar with events surrounding ibthefinveetigation of 
iireL,ident -,;:ennedy's assassination than anyone now employed by the EDI." 

The Departnebt of Justice and the FBI stated to that cuurt thater_ knew more 

tkan anyone in the FBI about the assassination and Donitgue says I'm "ignorant." 

Wholle knew without looking at a single piece of paper when ho was here and 
I 

had free access to all of it and without reflecting any kneuledge of even the 

existence of the books I published that go into this and into more, including 

the medical evidence with facsimiles reproduction of documents that are relevant 

in his concoction and of wIcch he knows, at least reflects knowing, not a thing. 

Jahahue says inn a typ d manuscript prepared before this book, of which he 

gave me a copy, that his source on his Hickey fabrication was William Manchester's 

Death of a .oresident (page 22 of that paper.) He says that "Manchester described 

one of the Secret Service bodyguards in the 1Queen "ary' [ of the follow-up 
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car] "as pointing the barrel of an AR-15 aimlessly all around [1, p. 1#159]" 
But if one checks hanchester it is clear that he wasx referring to what 

happened after all the shooting was over: ---. - 
"The plaza recemble&nothingo much as a field which has just been 

sweIt by a mighty wind. Charles Brend LeoraectlYle BrehxJ has thrown his son to 

the ground and is shielding him ]pith his body. Fvom his station, behinh the Ogg 

right fender of SS 1;_,CLX2Officer Clyde Haygood rams the north curb with his 

motorcycle, oVerturns, leaves ithe Wheels spinning, an4 dogma scrambles up the 

Gassy side of the eL embankment, pintol in hand..." "After much more of 
this, all, clear after the Ihoeting had ended, "'From the rear of the follow-op 

car Agent Hicke raises the barrel/ of the 	15 and points itabout aimlessly." 

It is without question that Iflait led Do hue to what he made up was after all 
the shooting was over, not part of that shooting. 

When he was here ' told him that ibhat he had made up was not possible and that 
is why he found it necessgry ti lie about me in his book when there can be no re-' 
sponse to what is in a book. 

In his book he makes meaningless reference to my referring him to pictures 
but he does not say why. it is because thosepictures proved the impossibility of 

what ho made up. 

Unlike what iianehenter writesLpage 134) Hickey wqra sat on the back alimuggt 

tei55relliirs-or the back seat of the follow-up car. he did not have that AR-15 in 
his harts. Z.  was under the two men who were siting on that back seat. For 

HickeIto have fired VAt what ArDonahue made up was the fatal shot he would 

have had to have gotten that A.P 15 from underneath two met sitting on it and 
then to have stood on the seat it 1f, 	etoon4ue verssion, all in less 

than three seconds. That is a physical. impossibility and the pictures to which 
I referred Donahue prove it. 

I did not discuss with/0d= what I  had no interest in and the ona thing he 

refers to about that Alt geN5 picture, the cracks on the windsh4ild of the limoudine. 
It shows Hicketpitting on the back of the back ,Feat with no AE-15 in his hands 
three seconds befor the etal shot.iia could not have gotten it from under those 

t men- he could not have gotten it without that being necessary- and then stood 
up with it one then, after he "points it around aimlessly" have fired the fatal 
shot all in three seconds. 

I am certain that referred Do 	e to the Zapruder film, particularly the 

35mm slides of 	individual faamos accessible at the Archives, and to the best 
of my recollection I referred him to the ronson film, of which the first knowi 
knowledge anyone had was my learning shalt it in my CA 76-0322. 
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Despite hie writing nook suppsoedlj about the JFK assassination Donahue is 
a subject-matter ignoramus. His book reflects/this and so do a feu selections from 
it soposedly relatW to me. 14e also reflects this in other of his writing that 
I have and in his letter of U4ober 30, 1995 to me. In it he says, "There is 

LS' material you may have such as the FBI shooting team report. ' s has never/ been 
mentioned in agt publication yet kjow one was made."( 

t' 1401 There was no t"FBI shooting
i  t:-Sc" to make any report. There was one provided 

far 
sig the effort to duplicate the shooting atttributed to useald buT it was not of 
and it did not include anyone from the FBI. They were National Rite Association 

, men, all professional shooters, and rather than not being "mentionedin ANY 
publication" they are included in the publuished Gommission testimony of Ronald 

-15 1251 Simmons, weapttis evaluation e9ert, U.S. Army Weaponsjystelp Division," 
in Volume III, pages 4141ff. And rather than not being "9entioned in ANY 
publication" this is reported in the first book on the Warren led& Commission 
and thAsassin..tiona, my $ j965 *rewashpThe iteport on the Warren Cport. Which 
Donahue says he read an! used. Theesults of that "shooting team" 000gix 
failed effort to duplicate the shooting attributed to OsYald is on page 26. 

Tonahue were not so determined a subject-matter ignoramus he would have 
seen this reported in th Uarreneport itself, on page 193. If he had turned that 
urge he would have seen on the next pdge that three FBI wants  did not make any Ei 

4"!  -3114t to duplicate he shooting atttiiuted to "s ,pld and the results of 1.4 -,at they 
did are also there, on page 194. 

t. Martin's Press presidentehomas KcCormack is quoted by thej3altimore 
'un as saying that "if anytone else could have come up with material that 
have invalidated the the/ry" of the D' 	book it published "it wouldnit have 
be .n published." 

There is no peer review mentioned in the book or in s or any other story 
of whichTkaaw. There is no mention of St. HaUtins having ught any ":Maformation 

tl 

that would have invalidated" what cannot rew:onably be called a "theory." But if 
they had consulted Books in :tint they would have learned thatipublished more, 
much more, on the aubject than anyone else. And they did not aLik me. "r anyone 
else of whom I have heard. 

11cCormach told the .)un that oilelf the matters that were persuasive are 
"Testimony placing the Alt-15 frifle in the agent's hands in the immediate 

time frame of the lard shot." 

That testimony does not exist. 
Also, "testimony from seural weieb=mSeeerwitnesses that the sound of the shots 

came from the care." 1 recall no suieb testimony. 
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e He also found persuasive t hat of the-femety shells found on the sixth 1 	. 
floor "one , severely dented and beat up, suggestina that it was a 'practise' 

shell that OsAta/used in his chamber to protect his firine pin when dry-firing, 

a common shooter's erickA" 

$either McCormack noi; Bona offer any evidence that there was ever any 

Oswald "dry-firing" of that or any other-Wrifle. 

But- and MeMormack has his own firearms expert, Donahue, on whom to draw -

if there }Td been any such Oswald "dry-firing" practise with that dented shell, 

it Would have required reol magic. With that dent that empty shell could not 
e4.e4eeUt:0, 

have fit ito the beeeeee."j.t could not balm been used in "dry firing" byiveno, 

4--  for t he simple reason that it sould not flt into the breech with that ar 	,.• 
Donahue, ballistics expert that he says he as, should have known that the 

6 n-ler way in which, other than having no con nction with the rifle, that dent 
could have been made in the throat of the empty shell is by excessively rapid 
ejei4ion from the rifle. That would ttiow it back against the follower and it is 
the impact of the emp# shell on the follower, aft er firing, that made that 
dent.Or could have. 	

1VOI a  
I am ignorant, Do 	s word, and ' know thualre is the expert and he 

does not. 

Donahue is quoted in that s.me ilaltimore Sun story :s saying that "The 

Cetreanno jacket contains only copper." Iffee had not knaXhis not to be true, 
expert that kiLp says he in, if he had looked at the records I got inithat lawsuit 

he pretends yielded only a "fee documents" he would have seen the listing of each 

of the elements of that jacket. As Irrecall there are four, 4 which copper is 
only one. I am certain that it is not -t.liOrtrue that "The Larcanno 
jacket contains oat/ copper." It is made of a copper alloy. es Donahue should know. 
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he says that the autopsy was conducted by a doctor when there were 

Donahue cant even stewal st:eight. 

Autops.. notes: 

three kme 24 He says tliat doctor burned his autopsy notes. 

The fact i that if.9onahue had not kept himself ignorant of the disclosed 
40=1 

official fact of the etaesination and ist.; investigation he would hA4 known that 

in 1975, ten years before he was heib, I publiihed, in facsimile, a series of 

receipts for those autopsy =Vs, beginning by the head of the Navy hospi tal, 

t hen including the Secret Service and the White House  physician, all after that 

alleged burming(which as Donahue does not say was as soon as it was kPbwn that 

Oa:ald was dead and there would be no trial) and even inc uded the posdession of 

those notes by the vearren L'ommission when it questionee. 	doctorthumeg. 

ell hose receipts - published in facsimile. 

It is all in Post 'ilortem, which was published in 1j)75, 



•Jonahue's tears because allegedly my records had no home: 

He says (pages 214-5) that when he was here, through lunch, I "complained bitterly 

about the University of Aaryland's refusal to accept the donation of the thousands 

of assassinatioM-related documents he'd collected over tha years." He also says 

that "Ire than anything else, the Donahues felt sorry for Weisberg as they 

drove hoee that eveni.rl 	Here he was a man over seventy year5 who'd given a good 

part of his life to studying the Kennedy assassination, Now that hie health was 

failing, th4 state university couldn't care less about eis painstakingly Lr.44-441-e 

wed collection of assassination documents and, to top it off, his conclusions 
cti-eit/  

about how Kennedy flits were flat wrong." 

I have no reluctance in castigating every wort o_ tlfs as a deliberate lie. 

jAinever offered my records, which are in the hundreds of thousands of pages 

rather than the ti)ousands, to the university ofitlaryland. I had no interest in 

them being there. I wanted them where there would be expertise and where knew 

there was interest ib them. 

THERE NEVER WAS A TaE WHEN THEY DID NOT HAVE A HOlIzA 

And not one that I souglit. 

As cei now, if for any r anon the long—standing arrangements that were agreed 

to years before Donahue was ever here are not kept, others have 015194ek 

asked for them. 

I also never offered my records to the udiversitTi attended although it 

teaches a course supposedly on the assassination. 

Quit he opoosite of this deliberately vicious lie 1  never had to seek a 

home for hem. I was asked for them, including by several I turned down. 
-J r 

What Donal ale made up is that, made up. There is no basis for it and there 

never was any basis or it, as he would have known if he had taken the time to 

learn what the disclosed official evidence establishes. But he made uc hie 

fiction by deliberately distortine and misrepresenting what Williamlanchester 

said and because Icould nut #lidate his fabrication and instead told him that 

it was impossible and— 	referred him to the existing offietal evidnce that 

proved it was impossible he had to unload these vicious lies in retaliation. 

, Arlo a vicious lie is it to say tilt my "conclusions about how Kennedy died 

were flat wrong." "y work is limited entirely to the official records. There is 

no theorizing in it. I never reached and l  never published any "cob6lusions about 

how Kennedy died for them to be "flat wrong." 

The obviousness of thie lie is as apparent as is Qe subjec —matter, 

ignorance that exudes from it. 


